
Michael Bashi introduces New Business Tutorial to Provide Free Lead Generation 

Guidelines for Online Business Owners.  

 

Leading business coach and internet marketing consultant Michael Bashi is making news 

in the online business community immediately after the launch of his new lead 

generation tutorial. Listgenesis.com, the latest creation form Mr. Bashi, is quickly 

emerging as a trusted online program that can be accessed without spending anything at 

all.   

 

Mike Bashi, one of the most respected mentors in the business community, has just 

unleashed yet another training program that offers comprehensive lead generation 

guidelines absolutely free of charge. Mr. Bashi is extremely popular amongst online 

entrepreneurs for his continuous commitment towards helping new business owners with 

his online tutorials. His new website Listgenesis.com reveals the secrets of building a 

huge subscriber database within no time. Unlike most other tutorials in the market, 

Listgenesis.com can be accessed for free, just by providing an email address. Hundreds of 

internet based business owners have already signed up to avail the benefits of this free list 

building tutorial from the acclaimed trainer.   

 

No online business can survive in this competitive market without an efficient lead 

generation system. Listgenesis.com provides a comprehensive online platform that 

offers all necessary squeeze pages, templates, and other important tools for generation of 

leads on a regular basis. It has three excellent video modules that cover all aspects of list 

building. The members of the program are also offered many brand new business 

information products that can either be sold for profit or used to grow the list of 

prospective customers. Apart from the three modules of list generation videos, the 

program also offers another module consisting of videos on vital business resources like 

creation and installation of web forms, domain names, website hosting, etc.  

 

Official sources have informed that many business owners have already started using this 

program to grow their existing lead generation model or to create a robust list building 

platform from the scratch. Talking about this new website, Mike Bashi says, "List 

Genesis focuses on offering one solution and is the best solution in the industry. We 

focus on one thing and become the best at it instead of focusing on multiple solutions and 

becoming OK at it. We strongly believe in one focus, one direction, which results in 

building targeted leads for out clients".   

 

About the Company: Listgenesis.com is a unique business training website developed by 

acclaimed business coach Michael Bashi. This is one of the most efficient lead generation 

programs available on the market.  

 

Contact:  

Mr. Michael Bashi 

http://www.listgenesis.com/prweb                     
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